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Badminton Asia Junior Championships – Girls' doubles The girls' doubles tournament of the 2016 Badminton Asia Junior Championships was
held from February 9 to February 14, 2016. The defending champions of the last edition are Taipei Chinese Taipei in the girls' doubles event.
The boy's and girl's events were held in an opposite order of the senior events, and both the boys and the girls events have taken place at the
Indoor Sports Hall in Ningbo. Seeds Results Finals Top half Section 1 Section 2 Bottom half Section 3 Section 4 References External links

Official website Tournament Link Category:2016 Badminton Asia Junior ChampionshipsQ: Maximum number of shared substring of a string
I'm wondering whether the following problem is already known, or can be easily solved with standard data structure. I have a list of strings $L =
\{s_1, s_2, s_3,..., s_N\}$, and a number $K$. I would like to compute the maximum number of pairs of $s_i$ and $s_j$, $i e j$, such that the
shared substring $s_i, s_j$ appears at least $K$ times in the list. My thinking is to use a hash-based data structure that has total time complexity

$O(N \log N)$ to count the shared substring of a given length (there can be at most $K^2$ pairs of $s_i, s_j$ at a time). Can such a data
structure really lead to an optimal algorithm that runs in $O(N)$ time? Or is there a better data structure that would lead to $O(N)$ time
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